Small steps for intercity bus system
“You see, we could start the bus system
tomorrow — if we had $100,000 — but we can’t, so
we are going to have to go through certain
channels. The money is there, if we can use it,”
Steinman explained.
Money from state
Steiman’s plan is to use the provisions
of SB
325, which provides for a portion of gasoline tax
revenues to be used for mass transit or road
construction. Humboldt County’s share would be
about $600,000. ‘We have to go to the Humboldt

by Tony Borders
Small steps have been made toward starting a
bus system in Spring of 1974 between
McKinleyville and Fortuna.
At last Thursday's Student Legislative Council
(SLC) meeting, $800 was appropriated for a
study of feasibility of such a system. It was the
aoe
a governmental and political
process
Bruce Steinman, bus project planner.
The study will be prepared mostly with faculty

County Organization of Governments (HCOG) —

and student help.

who are the administrators
of these funds — with
the final plans in order to get the money needed
to start this program,” Steinman said.
Steinman thinks the Bishop Transit System
Company, already operating several stops in

“It will be two-thirds
y done,,
that is without having to hire
Steinman said. ‘‘The work will include studies of
the ecological and sociological
aspects of the
proposed bus line, as well as the traffic aspect.”
Federal
help next
With this preliminary study complete, the
planners will then approach the Federal
Department of transportation for a grant under
the Rural Transit System Program. ‘the federal
money is to be used for a more extensive study
and plan, as wekk as to make details final.
The groups involved in the bus system will
then have one more agency to approach before
the bus system can become a reality.

California Stute University,

Eureka, could easily operate the system for the

Northcoast with the addition of two buses.
“At about $31,000 a bus, we would need about
$60,000 just to get started, but still that’s cheaper
than a student-operated system,” Steinman
commented.
But is is not all roses for the future of the bus
system.

“There’s a lot of politics involved in this,”

(Continued on page 12)
Humboldt
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may not be built
because of federal cutbacks

Wednesday, Feb. 28, 1973

The Woodlands student housing project has been delayed indefinitely by federal cutbacks in the Department of Health,
Education and Welfare (HEW).
William M. Kingston, director of housing and food services, said

a $3.5 million grant had been committed to the $5.5 million project

before the cutbacks, but that assurances of quick progress toward
uction
the constr
stage
were needed.

The Woodlands project, which will (someday) provide 600 bed
spaces in units scattered among the trees behind the field house,
was about 12 months away from construction.
Funds detoured

panne

Journalism students present the news
broadcast on KHSU-FM, the campus
radio station. The Journalism Depart-

ment and the Speech Communications
Department are attempting to get the
station for next year.

Speech-journalism
opt for station

KHSU-FM:

a burden

Journalism Department Lhairman
Maclyn H. McClary said his
has ‘traditionally shown an interest in
the station.”
If we do not receive the station, it could
cause
serious
problems
in our
curriculum,” he said. Department plans
have been increasingly reflecting an
orientation to mass communications

in

the past few years, McClary explained.
Broadcasta part
The addition of a broadcast journalism
SF
Sie ee
eee
eee

“The station should, however, be kept
as a service to the campus and community,” Pauley said.
“The financial inability to replace
equipment is probably the major
in the station’s operation,’’ he
frustration
said.
In ‘holding pattern’
Both departments have been asked to
submit a memorandum to Young indicating why their department would be
the better choice. After a meeting last
week, the Journalism Department
submitted its memorandum. The Speech
Communications Department has not yet
done so.

McClary said that all journalism
faculty members
have
sufficient
academic training and experience in
mass media to effect a smooth transfer of
opera:ions.

“More important,”’ he said, “is the
number of students
we have seen who are
really excited about radio.”

Station
adviser
Don
Karshner,
professor of speech communications and
theater arts, said that enthusiasm is
not lacking.
“Qver 80 stduents are now actively
participating in the station’s operation,”

to theater arts ?

he said. “For the first time, we have
enough licensed students to operate the
station 24 hours each day.”
operators
student
(56 licensed
currently work at the station.)

“Journalism is now more directly
linked to the radio operation than in the
past,’ Karshner said, observing that
Chico State University has radio,
television and journalism in a mass
communication department.
Karshner said that the Theater Arts
is an expensive one and that
end of the budget priority
the
at
is
KHSU
list. Without at least $1,500 each year,he
said, it would be difficult for the station to
stay on the air.
General campus interest in the station
was expressed in last week's Student
Legislative Council elections. Increased
funding for the station was the major
campaign concern of candidate-elect
Geoff de Valosi, a journalism junior.
Not important
Department Chairman Pauley said the

station has not been receiving more
funds because it does not represent an
important part of the department's
curriculum.

“If a change takes place, a rather
amorphous arrangement will result,”
Pauley said. As much as possible, he
said, staff positions would be transferred
from his department
to the new one.
supply the new
to
“We will try
t with our technical expertise,
but we must first serve our own department,” Pauley said.

Karshner said the interest generatedin
any possible change shows that the
station is valuable to the campus and
represents a vehicle for increased
communication between
Is no reason
“There is no reason that any department on campus could not participate in
the station in some way,” he said.
Interesting is that Karshner was the
station's ‘‘godfather’’ when operations
began in 1999. He later served in administrative positions before returning to
teaching two years ago.

Increased participation and student
use of the station would possibly make a
change in budget priorities, Young said.
He said no significant budget change
would occur in the near future, however.
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ASB forced to borrow money
to continue financial operation

HSU students favor quarters

Foundation.
The decision to use ASB money to

by Bob Day

finance
the center was not a voluntary one by the
ASB.
Saurwein said ASB General Manager Roger A.

The ASB has exhausted
all of its
available cash and has been forced to borrow
; money from the HSU Foundation to continue

Levey

was

told

by

Donald

F.

Strahan,

vice

president of administrative affairs, and HSU
Business Manager Frank E. Devery to allow the
center the use of ASB money.
“Roger was just sort of told that was the way it
was,” Saurwein said.
Was bad accounting
Saurwein believes it was ‘‘bad accounting, it
really shouldn’t have been done that way.”
This is not the first time the ASB has had to
borrow money. Last November it was loaned
$5,000 by the foundation to help the ASB’s cash
flow (money on hand and immediately available).
“Our cash flow has been drained
by the $13,000
deficit in the football ticket sales," Saurwein
said, referring to the difference between anticipated and actual sales.
He said the combination
of the football deficit
and now the Day Care Center financing has “‘hit

The chief cause of the ASB deficit has been its
eee
Day Care Center
the federal grant for the center becomes
available.

Friday the reasons behind the deficit

=

He said the center's yearly income — from
user fees and other sourches — was estimated by
the ASB to be $11,300.
Was working capital
Saurwein said the ASB allocated the Day Care
Center the $11,300 as working capital, to be paid
back as the center received fees from parents.
(As of Jan. 31, the center has brought in
700.)
The federal grant — about $25,700 would then
help finance
the center.
What has happened, Saurwein said, is that the
first part of the grant is bogged down in
Sacramento. Amounting to around $10,000, it was

tem.

cil

(SLC)

was
incumbent,
another
defeated.
Candidates winning seats
and their vote totals are:
Wesley Chesbro (594)

Greg Golgart (308)

Tim Mallory (346)
Rich Ramirez (324)
Pamela Cox (284)
Geoff de Valois (276)

were

at health center
The Student Health Center has

Learn everything you always
wanted
to know about venereal
disease , pregnancy, pap smears,
breast
self-examination
or

whe

cassette tapes on those subjects
available February 28 and March
1, 5 and 7 from 4 to 8 p.m. A
cassette player will be provided.

vaginitis in 3-7 minutes.

ee

ae
0)

The ASB will be short of funds until the first
part of the federal grant arrives or student fees
for spring quarter are available.
Saurwein said the ASB’s deficit cannot really
be blamed on the Day Care Center. The problem,
Saurwein believes, was the ASB ‘‘just let them
keep spending our money.”

This turn of events emptied the ASB treasury

Redner,

Incumbents Wesley Chesbro

Hear VD tapes

Saurwein said that of the $7,000 loaned the

Russ

and Greg Golgart were
reelected. Deborah Wilkins,

sed the
Wednesday
(when no

members

member

who resigned last week.

classes could be scheduled)
by 918 votes to 320.
Six student legislative
Coun-

ASB, ‘‘almost all of it has been allocated.”

and necessitated
a $7.000 loan from the HSU

SLC

°

Students also
noon to 2 p.m.
free time block

us hard.”

ASB funds to continue operating.

elected. Five were for seats
with terms ending this quarter
and the sixth for the seat of

Students
voted
overwhelmingly against the free
time block and for the quarter
system in last Thursday’s
general elections.
In the issue concerning the
quarter system or the semester system, 1,038 students
voted for the quarter system
and 273 for the semester sys-
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Cafeteria's dietitian must please 1,000 students
There are over 1,000 students
Hackett’s office is located in
eating in the cafeteria
and it is the rear of the cafeteria and

Alice D. Hackett’s
job as dietitian

students

may

call

for

an

ap-

Pointment if they need or would

like some advice on eating habits
and diets.

pre
University of Michigan,

Purdue

The

University and the University of
California, Berkeley, Hackett has
been working

COASSIelat
Cc’

Leatherworks

with students for

many years.
Since she came to HSU in
September as part of the Lumberjack Enterprises staff, (the
food service that replaced
A.R.A.), Hackett has been

All

Types Custom
Leather goods

Cl’

To Buy an Ad...

9256
ARCATA

Send news home
and

What

write vour message in about 25 words
The charge is $1 per week
And the
deadiine is4pm Friday The Lumber
jack office is located behind the library
on Plaza Avenue, House No
50 Or
Phone 426.3271

over”

Come

to

the

Lumberjack

office

The

Hackett

person

are
said.

vegetarians,
One of the

desiring

vegetarian is his lack of
knowledge Leo
the
variety
can eat.
“Many
think they can only eat
salad,” Hackett said.

for

te

0% discount fer students
211 Gs3t., Eureka
8:30-5:30 |

mation’

%

CONTACT

is

3340. 24 hours a day someone is waiting

Do

you

at the

need
YES

anything? Call
office Cail 826

© help and listen
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House
for Sale

<i Fecwtty anighberhoed: 3 bedroom, 2 beth, on % ere

as: View et, open boom ceilings,
eee

Ask for Landa or

ate

Oy ewer $27,000 - 672

T.V. FIXER

WANTED
Medium size chest
drawers Call Jan at 822-1682, after of$

pm

‘et
Bs
Pt
‘eae

Fisheries

Physical Sciences

Volks Wagon R
s

VW repair for less. Tune ups
engine repairs
Tune up
Brake, Clutch, Points. and

=
Bo
is

valve adjustment plus lube for $10. plus
parts
Call 443-9293

bo

Arts

Physicel Education
*,

ee.

:

MEN
WOMEN
WORK ON A SHIP NEXT SUMMEN No
experience required Excellent pay

Worldwide travel“)

Perfee summer*t jotjob
Perfect

or career
Send $2. for information
SEAFAX Box 2049- BL. Port Angeles
Washington 98962

Reevele for survival at the Areata
Com
munity Reeveling
Center Now pen a
days (Thursday through Saturday)
113
at 10th and F Stsin Arcata For informa
tion call 622-6918

Seciel Welfere

Electronics Student repairs
TVs
radios, ete Call Jim Sussman 822-5327

onSeSeSeledeecelececedececscecectesasegecegeteseteteteteteteteten
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Nursing
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The Fix”
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includes

Corestry

Educetion
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“Call CONTACT

Big Chest

:

APPLY NOW IF YOU'RE A SENIOR
OR GRADUATE STUDENT IN:

Wildlite Menegement

all

.
AS6SSSASSSSeSeegedetededeaetedeceedetececetesececesaetesesececess 3 HERR

For Peace Corps This Summer, |
For VISTA In The Fall
3

industriel

76

or 626-3259 or 3271

You Can Start Training

Metucel Resources

read

Lumberjack

.

We need a place
to live’ One or two bed
room house or apartment up to $115
Would appreciate leads Call 822-5388
leave

and

ws
pe Clarinet
—
ane mSi:
Need
a ride oraidriders to anywnere
over
eke
7 wy
.
:
i spring break” Need Help’ Want Infor

Sones
Ask for Linda

PEACE CORPS/VISTA
ON CAMPUS NOW

white

eSefedeetetes

.
Ht Player
ae or Serious Student
Professional
New Condition. Retailed for $500. Ask
ing $300 with case
Cell

and

Send the folks a Lumberjack subserip
tion fer @ present: Special price now
until the end of Winter quarter nex’
year for $2 50

SiittiiitiiesseaeENR:
Clarinet Music
C 7
—ufferKb
"|
‘

is black
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“.

for aspiring
a, priced
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“WANTED.

4.48.

Used dissecting microsope
science student
Reason
Call 622-4351 and ask for

Home Economics

Liberal Arts

Business

RAMBLER 1964 Very Clean 6 cylinder “Lama peaceful quiet hard-workin
g stu
stick shift with overdrive, radio, heater“
dent looking for a friendly place to park
$400 -- Free Hilman Minx
No engine
my trailer in exchange for gardening

Administretion

442-4620

CAFETERIA
LAST DAY TODAY!
9am —

other work, or rent. Preferably walking
distance to CSUH. Please call 826-3185
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SCUBA Regulator

Wanted-small house for two females
Within walking distance of HSU Neod
for spring quarter Call Ann Marie at
822 3997 -

“i

oe
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WANTED
Single hose SCUBA reg
ulator and diving safety vest. Call 822
4351 and ask for Paul or Kaylyn
atts
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City worries about rape, robbery

Apparent town, gown gulf examined
by David
S. Smith
“Arcatans, like anyone else, are creatures of habit,”

of HSU’s 7,000 students scrambling for off-campus
housing each year, many realtors and renters have
doubled the rent during the last five years.

Hartley said. ‘‘The tremendous growth in student

population and the new 18-year-old vote are difficult to

i

In the past, Becking said, HSU’s administration
hasn't cooperated with the city government. ‘‘Many
Arcatans fear campus growth; they feel it might
destroy Arcata,” he said. “When President Siemens
limited HSU’s growth, many townspeople heaved a
collective sigh of relief.”

Nelo Dal Porto, owner of Hutchins Grocery, isn’t
sure students should vote. “College students don’t
realize, they are transients and won't
in the
community very long,” Dal Porto said. “
are
capable of saddling Arcata with a $3 million bond. Once
they move, who pays for it? We do. All I’m asking is for
students to be wise with their vote. Don’t do something
that will jeopardize
our future.”

James Hartley, public aftairs manager for Simpson
Timber Co., believes that not only HSU’s growth, but
its new found political power are the two

Student vote

is the student vote? In the 1972

sources of friction between the campus and the community.

if

E

sosecessesssenengnnesicnconecococomensassegozesogesésassceceeeeseseseseseseseseseseseeed
Many of these people
get robbed, it could wipe them out,’’ Becking said.

of HSU’s student voters sup-

Editor’s note:

i

Although HSU is only a few minutes from downtown
Arcata, to many community people it might as well be
on the moon.
Often the distance to the moon seems insignificant
when compared to the distance between the campus’
and community's
views.
What are the causes of this seemingly vast gulf
between the campus and the community?

This week's article in the series on campuscommunity relationships deals with the community’s view of the university.
Next week’s article will present the students’
view of the community.

Improved relations
What do you see in the future? Will
Lumberjack:
community-campus relations improve?
Behr: ‘Yes, I think relations are improving.
Community people are beginning
to realize that
ts just haven’t
those things they feared from

:

‘
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i
az 38
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Faler: ‘I grew up as a faculty kid.
problems between the townspeople
academic people even then. It’s
Lumberjack: ‘‘What causes these
Economic problems
Behr: ‘Perhaps it has something
economics.
The local mill worker
hard for what he has. He has grasped
portunity to arrive at a decent standard of li
can’t understand those students who

3
f

In arecent interview, three Arcata residents gave
their views on the community, HSU and students.
Jean Falor, 653 15th St., native of Arcata and
wife
of Arcata Mayor
Ward Falor, has been in-

for concern

if

cause

i

Crowds:

they call it? . . . the ‘
students—a boy and a girl—are living together.
Young kids see this and get ideas.”
: “You mean people are still worried
about sex?”’

“Even though there
sentiments, community
those students
who work
“They keep coming back

Overturf: ‘It's neat to see the cooperation going
on between the students and the community.
Especially when you realize both groups have entirely different life styles.”

RESEARCH MATERIALS
All Topics
Send for your descriptive, up-to-date,
128-page, mail order catalog of 2,300
ry
research papers. € aclese

te cover pestage and Sandling.

RESEARCH UNLIMITED
$19 GLENROCK
AVE., SUITE 203
LOS ANGELES,
CALIF. 90024
(213) 477-0474 © 477-9483
“We need a local salesman”

eo,

are still many anti-student
people make
for
for them,”
said.
to us for more student help.”’

(We bey ond sob used records.)

1620 6 $4, Arcete

f

022-6121

y

Has the best selection of JAZZ, BLUES, ROCK,
SOUL, CUR
FOLK-ACOUSTIC,
RENT MOVIE SOUND TRACKS AND
COMEDY RECORDS on the Northcoas

You're invited to come by and
listen to music at anytime.
No purchase pressure. ..

y
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The

Editor’s

viewpoint

Follow student.
Opinion on issues
on

Last week the students of HSU voiced their opinions
two issues and The Lumberjack believes the

faculty and administration should respect these
views.
The first involves the semester system-quarter
system controversy.

The faculty poll taken early this month favored a
semester system.
The students voted last week 1,038 to 273 in favor of
the quarter system.

The entire argument on the various systems is the
amount of material and the detail that can be covered
in a given period. We will concede that more
material and detail can be given in a semester than in
@ quarter. No one would argue that.
However, we believe that a university education
cannot teach someone everything he will need to
know when he reaches the job market. The purpose of
an education is to introduce a person to various
subjects and ideas so he has a place to start from
when he encounters them.

science

courses and

limited degree in other areas.
For these reasons, we believe

that

to a more

the

quarter

system is best designed for a broad education and yet

remains flexible enough to accommodate
more
detailed studies.
We ask that the faculty and administration stop
plans and studies for the semester system and retain
the quarter system.

Students also voted last week to drop the free time
block that would ban classes from noon to 2 p.m. on
Wednesdays.
Unfortunately, this is already in effect for next
quarter. We hope it will be the last.
Many of the classes have no other option but to meet
on Fridays. The fact that Friday is open for the type
of activities that Wednesday afternoons are intended
for may be an indication of the idea‘s popularity.
Many students must work to get through school,
and with the present system it is relatively easy to
have four days of classes and then have a three-day
weekend to work.
The free-time block may work a hardship on these
students.
We are afraid that the students who pressed for the
free time block are interested in a large number of oncampus activities with large student turnout without
regarding the interests and desires of the general
student body.
The Lumberjack requests that the free time block
be eliminated after next quarter and classes be
scheduled in the free time block when it is both
beneficial and possible.

| Wri te

on,

Inside story

Mug art
Editor:

Ace reporter Paul Brisso, in
The
Lumberjack
tradition,
ferreted out the inside story on

Recently I chanced upon a copy
of your newspaper, The Lumberjack, dated Wednesday, Jan. 17.
In this issue was an article by
Ann Marie Thompson about some
“racist art.”’ It seems that some
Indians were offended by some
Indian mugs in an exhibition.

my appearance at the Bar Asso-

ciation reception for Justice
Douglas. Trouble is, the ‘‘inside’’
referred to is the inside of Mr.

even

Black

mugs—

I am sending a copy of tuis to
Baily, too. Baily is a friend of
mine and I can’t talk about him

this way behind his mug.
In reality, Baily has

been

wrongly accused. In fact, I have

worked with Baily and his friend,
George Gladstone.
Gladstone, an explorer and as
close a friend as Baily has, is an
Indian. I hardly believe that
Baily would insult his closest

Hellywood, Calif.

Pro quarter
Editor:
As you are

aware, the

general
recently held a
vote on the academic calendar.
Out
of 331 votes cast, 183 were
for
the semester system.

Students should be aware tht if
the

The

Lumberjack
MANAGING EDITOR
Valerie Ohaniaa

for the student

Published weekly by the Associated Student Body and the Journalism

Department ofsii California
+ bls State
“a University,
hai

um

Humboldt,
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.
95521

The entire committee could sit around his desk and
But it is only student money.

scriptions are $2.50 for x» issues.

Subscription

Stee

is free to students, available on campus

newstands.

university

reverts

to

a

semester system, laboratory
classes will be in real trouble.
Our
present
laboratory
favilities would not be able to

Phone 707-826Opinions expressed are t hoseof The Lumberjack or the author and not
=
those of the Associated Stuuent Body or the Journalism Depart
men

have plenty of room to spare.

are

I’ve seen them), Yellow, Brown,

partner.

representative for the presidential search committee

was & good one.
His office (as head of the College Union Board) is
big enough to hold the entire search committee.

(there

all colors.

Editor:

Choice good-for his desk
The choice of Gary Montgomery

readers

E

in many

z

used some

3

For those classes that require greater detail there

is always the option of multi-quarter series, such as is

5

A quarter system, by its nature, is designed to give
students an introduction to a wider variety of subjects, although not in as much detail as a semester.

Mail sub

Advertising rates available upon request
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Cuckoo's Nest review

Write on,
(Continued
from page 4)

readers
writers are not creating tactionalism in the faculty; they are
merely describing a situation
that already exists, and in the

Positions stated

truth there can be no harm.

Editor:

The subject of this letter is the
recent decision of the Academic
Senate to overrule the faculty in
the
matter
of
student
representation on a committee to
select a new president of the
college.
It should be emphasized in
advance that the actual matter of
student
representation
has
“nothing” to do with the subject
of this letter.
First, the writers wish to call
attention to the existence of two
factions among the faculty.
One faction holds that the
Academic Senate should reflect
the views of its constituency: the
faculty

(almost

entirely).

Let

them be called the Whigs.
The other faction holds that the
Academic Senate is a recipient of
illumination from some
Source, and not bound to follow
the wishes of the faculty. Let
them be called the Tories.
From the standpoint of British
history

there

is

Above all, they have
criticize the action of
Senate. Who can argue
who have access to
Source?

Second, candidates
for the
Academic Senate have been
hitherto elected on the basis of
their personalities. Due to the
increased size of our institution,

it has become increasingly difficult

for

the

members

Imagine

an

intelligent

but

uneducated man, McMurphy,
who cons his way into a mental
institution to avoid a prison
sentence.

He had lived a fairly free type

faculty to know

ticular, each candidate has a
duty, in honesty, to let his con-

stituents know whom he plans to
represent.
Accordingly,
the writers,
candidates from the School of
Science, feels obligated to announce that they are members of
the Whig Party.
Robert
W. Astrue,

Associate Professor of Physics
Winn
E. Chase
Associate Professor,

Industrial Arts

men,
in fact usually
the top man,
in a gambling free-for-all of
temporary menial jobs, liquor
and women.
Sometimes

in

prison

he

had

been treated like an animal, and
was punished by being given
lousy food. On the mental ward

he was given injections of
chemicals to destroy his animal
exuberance and appetite, was
treated as if his animal nature
were a disease. When McMurphy

stretched his muscles in opposition to modern technology’s
controls ripples of current went
through a room used to the tame

flow of electricity. The disturbed
electrical machinery exploded
with the heated sparks of true
Pleasant exercise
the play presentation of Ken
Kesey’s
story is a pleasant
exercise to me. The warm body of

the play was made up of many
good acting creations. Redhaired McMurphy, portrayed by
Winston Jones, said one should

Through the new NACS
Student Educational Loan Fund
(S.E.L.F.), a cooperative program with the State of California
Savings and Loan industry, you can now borrow money more
easily and with less red tape than through any other available
source. Here's why:

Fy a vee~—

No prior bank account requirements
. No age limitations
Established credit not necessary
No income limitations
No deadline for applying
No collateral requirements
No payback for 13 months
At established bank interest

MUST

BE A FULL-TIME

7911

Student

Education

Loan

keep his balance by laughing.
Well, Winston's character kept
not only his body’s balance, but
the balance of Gist Hall’s
auditorium and audience, so that
his laugh moved all in the easy
rumbles of his frolic.
Credible ward
His balancing act was made
more difficult by a stage which
contained a credible mental ward
complete with a drooling moron,
a heavy scene which could have

pulled the whole stage down to its
STUDENT

foundations.

When McMurphy’s situation
demanded that frolic cease, as
when he first learned of the
special reserve punch that the
mental institution had wating for
him, Winston brought tv his
character the irregular —
of an earthquake.
audience and actors Resa

For further information write:

NACS

Fund

Herschel Avenue

La Jolla, California 92037
Telephone (714) 459-3705

together,

but

in

a

stumbling

dance of horror.
Dancing instructor of confessions and electric shocks, ‘Big
Nurse’

Company

Rachet,

played

by

Roberta (Robin) Wilson, seemed
‘an intriguing characterization of

ATTENTION
A representative from Western

Murphy

the chacter of Rachet

2 Opinion

Like stroking a cat, reviewing

QUALIFICATION:

patient
records
or
group
discussions. Of course, in order to
punch around the hefty Mc-

mine has dreamily extended his

Claws and pricked me slightly.
The play’s uncomfortable pricks
are inconspicuous. I noticed that
the “incurable” patients tended
to be ignored and left out of the
play, with the noteable exception
of using the moron as a basketball backboard with his arm as
hoops.

drama.

ONLY

‘Big Nurse’ Rachet does not
have her history exposed by

the candidates

This is a situation requiring
immediate remedy. In par-

Also, the

of Kesey’s work ‘
Nurse’
seems to exhibit
a lack of substance.

of the

for whom they must vote.

We are all Whigs or Tories in

one way or another.

by James K. Warner, Jr.

senior, theater
arts major

of life by being one of the biggest

considerable

justification for these names, and
no opprobrium is intended.

no wish to
Academic
with those
a Higher

Kesey's play like warm cat;
exhibits fickle, varied moods

must have substance.
It was the
characterization of a tired Rachet who

stagged off stage at the play’s
end, who leaned on a wall to
support her toppling form, which
first gave

that

necessary

sub-

stance to ‘Big Nurse.’
I could see clearly a woman
who had fought a battle against
herself by forcing
men to become
“boys” instead of her companions. The set faces Robin
created for her character, like
the long face which reminded me
of a huge mechanical shovel
looking with disapproval on some

the internal conflict of her nurse
to the audience in the play’s

beginning, perhaps by being not
completely

set

against

Mc-

Murphy, I could have seen even
sooner that the blows being exchanged in the stage light were

interview people interested in a career in Sales,
Distribution

Riley’s

charac-

arms and with gentleness to a
nervous, crazy young man who
had trouble carrying her name
across his tongue. Only when she

seemed surprised and confused
at being given the usual middleclass reproaches to a whore by

not of shadow boxing. . But my
cat is getting restless becausel’ve
allowed my hand to rest on his

‘Big Nurse’ did I question
portrayal of the character.

warm aching body so long. As I

perience would have a ready
retort, even if only a motion of the

stroke his smooth fur it seems
that the play contained several
soft directing touches of the
director,

Brian

Donoghue.

It seems as women of her ex-

The

red

spotlight

on

the

body a healthy fear of ‘Big Nurse’
and the kindness of a
“playing
woman’ for her isolated
male patients.
Well, I shall leave the cat

It you're ambitious and leoking for a company
that Is not too big but is maving ahead, we might
have that opportunity
fer you.

a

da

tl

Ala

MIIGG HSt
Arcata:
822- “178

her

soft yellow color stage walls and
the white light softened by a
transparent ceiling relieved the
monotony of hard floors, furniture, and glass.
Soft colors
Such soft colors also added 2
McMurphy’s adventures, suc
as his Tinight party. Frequent
returns to el ‘acon of the
play’s
circumstance
were
ingeniously
highlighted
by
sudden, brilliant returns to full
white light both on stage and off.
The
sudden
change
was
demanding but not impolitely
taxing to the audience’s eyes.
(lighting designers of some past
productions take note: mood
changes do not require searing
the eyes of an audience)
A

Pine Supply

Sharon’

terization of a woman of loose
virtue was delightful
in its lack of
sterotyping. Instead of shoved
out breasts and coarse talk I saw
garbage it was to scoop up, made a character who could syma distorting tension which helped pathize when her old friend had to
form the final weariness Robin put up with
‘Big Nurse’s’
energetically portrayed in nurse microphone _ shouts.
She
Rachet.
responded with vigor to McIf Robin had showed more of Murphy’s lifting her up in his

character of Chief Bromden
puzzled me because I could see no
relation to a vivid red color and
the action on stage.
I was pleased to see Bromden’s
later monologues in a more
normal light. Similarly, the

will be on campus Monday, March 5, to

Perhaps the ‘“incurables’’-could have had more presence on
stage, even as the non-speaking
nurses often were present in their
glass room. The songs beginning
the play had no me
for me
and seemed energetic after
awhile. It was only after McMurphy sang bits of them on
stage that they became powerful.
Their occurrence at the play’s
conclusion would have been
stronger if the unpleasant playopening introduction hadn't
partially spoiled the songs. Ah
my cat is quiet now and I can
return to the warmth of his bod:
There was so much good ooinate
the play presentation that I must
be selective.
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Chancellor seeks more
HSU grade information

ee

by Tony Borders
More grading studies are in the works, according to Milton
Dobkin, vice-president for academic affairs.
The current grading study will provide additional information
after a report released by Chancellor Glenn Dumke’s office showed
HSU gave a lot of A’s and B’s.
The study will focus on grading for fall quarter, 1972. (The
Chancellor's study was taken in spring, 1972) This study will be
complied by the school using statistical information gathered from

4
3
,

division chairmen.

Dobkin said the original grading survey had been “‘limited and

incomplete.”

“The whole thing had been blown out of proportion and did not
take into account the value of courses, Dobkin said.
Some courses, such as band or field work studies, require a
student to have prior knowledge before he can get in and therefore
will receive a higher grade for his work, Dobkin said.
Another problem with the spring survey, according to Dobkin,
was that it did not take into a: count course values.
“A student with 15 units, may get all A’s but he gets those A’s
because of the type of courses he has,"’ Dobkin said.
The vice president had little sympathy for some professors’

claim that evualation of students should not be one of their jobs.

ors students on their work, not to just
“We hire profess
to evaluate
do their things.’’ Dobkin added.
The study, to be completed this quarter, will be sent to the
Chancellor's office for evaluation.
Dobkin indicated he didn’t know what the office would do with the
study. Possibly, Dobkin said, they could consider establishing a
university-wide grading code but more than likely the trustees will
iust take this as information.
Partial results at
from the current
study were released by
the vice presidents office. The survey re
the grade percentages for all the courses taken by all the students.
a
was

—

“
=

—- Dp 32

current grading situation
pobxin summar
believe if there _ nee
with i ae
Humboldt—they are limited in scope.”

Dame and Fordham. She said it was
difficult for some of the students and
faculty to adjust to the change.

Maureen Murphy, assistant professor
of history, attend schools that had
previously been totally male—Notre

"OO

;

nuns on
not allow
“Most people just assumedif
there were any women around

O
O
Ce)

)

a)

©
5
O.
: ®

that could be usec
scholarships
by Karen Sipma
Eight thousand men and 213 there.
They also have fine faculty
women ... this is what college

Oo

Female prof att

3
®
_S

A.B. at Fordham, grad work at Notre Dame

‘‘What I found out was if people
got nasty.I
really
“A few
to be
was told by one that I had opted found out I was going
Studies straight forward then they would
for the American

ae

Bu
spin

a very good they were nuns. Nuns were 8 program at Notre Dame because really let their hair down and
are made of for one Members and
memories
le have men, the ratio was better,” Murphy speak from the heart ... its
ae.
the U.S. ac- os
across
reputation
member.
HSU faculty
T.

Maureen

Murphy,

professor,

broke

HSU

with

cording to Murphy.

‘‘The

men

of

family

the

women, and nuns,’’ Murphy said.

“What I encountered at Notre

said.

him that if I had
“I informed

one

really nice,’’ she commented.

Pe

Murphy claims she was treated

stud |

been the She wasnwasn't ut up on» pasta ,
have stayed where Ihad
iden Dame mersuesuiaty suochod’’ year
lt was an excellent
and, went to two tothought
tradition
before. He's the one though or out at the fifty-yard line to be
y laughed.
see me follow along the lines

schools.
Murphy was in the first class ot ‘e,other women ... to

gotoa — “‘A lot of guys didn't know what

Murphy to do because they had gone to
for a Catholic girl's school,”
women that were accepted

Une nei sneering,
not

woman in the

at

+

:

le a

versity of Notre Dame, ‘D#t the program st Notre Dame

9 ae

* only
was restricted.
Women could
go on a part-time

at which meant a master's.
It was the itsame situation
t

eS

S

was a

complete suspicion,”

,

a

would take six years.

Merphy

Attended NetreDame

basis

program

Sche |
the

me when I got looked at.
that recommended

school. So he
out of graduate

to interact
«1 was somebody

*

See srmge Dave 6 el Sle] we suse” oe geneepaep”Mey

and
all-male Catholic institutions

Liberal Arts degree at Fordham "4.

Raised hell

said

‘One prof saw me bouncing

But then they found out that 1 Srowt te campus and thought }

wasn’t

to expect to be

treated like a girl,

them

carry and open

to

I was

Th

where a lot of
his mind too, but he with That's
Changed
;

Was
me

Laterhe when
decidedhe
his class
in flighty.
”

gotdif-

Murphy will be teaching a class

“=

anda

quarter, on the history of

women

ee

spin

——

ext

in the United States. The

Class will look at the treatment

aid

Murphy was born and raised in

maj

tothe mid-west to another
with it. She movedFiiadinemae
is so often
_It_ended
honn theprogram
net keep
dddid not
studentand they became
one ofupthe that
guys orMurphy
one Of tikes
to workassociated
from herself.

mr

Uatt’s

pregram

in Americen

difficulty as they gave me in

Studies because a student could seminars,” Murphy said.

Hitthttwunia.
’

=

>

dent women’s liberationist and

‘nas eat te es

ioaiter and te sister
cate

=

iy

B de wants & & comeing

:

wat

.

first, heard of Humof the temnly gate!
She's a supporter
lot of thesaldguys.a lot of the and
program
to the back
applieda letter
,.1 got
Fox, then
undergraduate
Gan in Now Yorkqork’
City acabet,
from and
the %_ aMurphy
has a lot of respect for the and could only associate
it with

?

prespective now my dissertation director,

I had no intention of
st both schools. They and said
husbends

.

an

a

:

Only female around

mame Gn as i

es

Gougt & was grest and thet I

Mum

Hi
intr

The
-

ou

“When Iwas aT.A. (teacher's office and assumed I was & Muvhy od

are the two best Catholic schools sttending this school like a assistant)
they thought it was so secretary, I'd. be fairly

we

vi

My toe
Mandn,
Materoot and theehad Gaan
enn!
eae cule nesaa,» homsowtte.
Seah
HSUgot theacetal,”
fut
“You've
best group of chairman
of the TGS
been through here and
program,
who is liked it.
“itI

young ie

M
girls
roon
fairy

sald

rang
Sa

I could at least go ,, \iwimy sald she has to migrate
I was the only wealthy...or
neat because
that The cz class citizen,” Murphy female
anyone would whoquestion
around. With 8,000 fellas out to dinner. That bothers me a °° San Francisco
went there were =.

stud

“ie school found out that the “RalwTote back andotfered her anybody
who was female,”she Murphy said she believes
that
onde Gettin
on tteaien
7a het te .ow ote
in wore * Sra.
Oris they hed

Pia
ai

young ladies out to get a bustend,”
supposedly

Murphy said.

*

Scholarship bestowed

geen

Next thing Murphy knew the 1,200

ag

Ay

they like to see

little bit,” Murphy mused

Cartstian atmosphere

a change, though.

\

7

.

6» CHARTER

lot

FLIGHTS

u

rear:
Sem
p
h
e
mde
com
ct
ae erv ghee
a ose
Mindness Gh the ‘part of ae, Wid him that it looks like sub- here. I'm working at the Newman
eee er
«“

on campus,”
of women
:

ne

was

a

was just gunereily a

grades all the time. So one day I

people,” Murphy explained

sconsiously I'm out to xt _

,
.
Family tradition
decided to go to
Murphy lived
on campus in
hy oo Phew Me wt Seetcuas aaa

Murphy

"

a

If

you want you can switch. So this
Ce

Se

oe

ou're the only female he sees

mm

a

1

Center,”
she said.

separate for women graduate not going to get out of this
students
and the students would class!’ " recalled Murphy.

“We discuss social teachingsof | Low Fare Flights. New York. Hawaii,

the church. I’m using materials

Mexico, Fat East, Africa

I've gathered
while I was in|

Christianity
a lot more important
to me," Murphy added.

Ls

London. Brussels — Round Trip from $25

family hed attended hadone floor that was completely Monday through Friday . ..he's school. It makes my ideas on | \isynicwors

Fordham since
8, it was
close to home and she had receive

wor!

ee

“In fact, it’s been a carry-over

"98

aisyaneagi?”

Corbett Avenue
San Francivco. California 94131
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Montgomery named
to search committee

|

The Student Legislative Council (SLC) chose a repr -sentative
to the search committee for
President Siemens’ successor.
Gary

business

Montgomery,

a

administration

senior

major,

received the majority vote of 9 to

2. Donald E. Bradner, a junior
political science major, was the
other nominee presented to the
4

council for consideration.

Each nominee was presented to
the council which was meeting in
executive session prior to its

voting on the representative.
In

other

action

the

council

voted to take $800 out of savings
for a feasibility study of the
proposed transit system between

Fortuna and McKinleyville. If the
program

receives a grant from

the HSU Foundation, the $800 will
be repaid.
Elections
Commissioner
Cheron Vail reported the results
of the Feb. 21 election. New

Council

members

are:

Tim

Mallory,

Pam

and

Rich

Cox

Ramirez. Incumbents

“One

Flew Over the Cuckoo's

humorous play about life in

performed

before

Nest,’

a mental

capacity

crowds

Ken

Kesey’s

institution, was

in

Gist

Hall,

Art student spins yarn,
teaches at Arcata shop

Thursday,

last week.

Saturday and Sunday nights
Some of the performances were sold out

Friday,

before the weekend.

Outlook

dim

for student aid

HSU's financial aids prospects
are dim for next year, director
=! A. Altman a
oo
“(No

$175,000
repayments,

——.
as contr:

an

$1622 million available.

probably apply
will nts
“Stude
directly to the federal government rather than through the
financial aids office,” Altman
said.
will
who ts
Altman said studen
write
shouldks
be hurt by cutbac
their congressman.

by wildlife society
HSU is now number two in the
number of fisheries
and wildlife
majors among undergraduates,
according
to the Wildlife Society
of America

The University
of Wisconsin is

first on the list of 70
universities in North

and
America.

zs

Transcendental

&

tit

ii3
s [ii
reid

$460,000 this year,”’ Altman said.
Work-study funds will remain
the same at $200,000, but

a

HSU rated second

new money is expected

the National Defense Students
Loans (NDSL), and with only

who were

re-elected are Greg Golgart and
Wesley Chesbro.
Other results of the election
showed the majority of voting
students are against the timeblock system. The majority vote
was in favor of the constitutional
amendment
It was announced
that Geoff de
Valois will replace ex-council
member Russell J. Redner for
the remainder
of his term which
concludes at the end o thi:
quarter.

Meditation

$.1.M.S.

presents
on introductory
lecture in Trowscendeatel Meditation

members
t.
“I'd like to further my
knowledge of needlepoint
teaching others,” Rodgers said.
Finishing techniques
Her class is
as an
to
int, but

RichardC. Day, professor of

diz
if I

t
t
I
:

English,

is

of

their culture. part of their
religion,”’ La Plantz said.
La Plantz said she uses mostly
yarn in

division
studies,
general
nesday

and Robert E.
chairman of the
of interdisciplinary
were elected by the
faculty last Wedand Thursday.

by
Council

Legislative
in executive

(SLC)

session Thursday night.

basketry.
La Plantz said she feels
strongly about her baskets,
particularly Indian

“Indian

named

Two faculty members and
one student were selected last
week to
HSU on the
presidential search committee.

her baskets.

T.M. is an easily learned
natural technique for the
development and expansion of
happiness, intelligence, and creativity,
while gaining deep physical rest.

An ad hoc committee
had
recommended
Montgomery
and Don Bradner, junior
political science major, to the
SLC to select one. Monany
selection came
after several deadlocked
votes. SLC then made the
official selection unanimous.
up a frame, and basic weaving
ues.
Natural materials
Leaves,
grasses, twigs and

feathers

be

used

in the

to make wall hangings.
weavings

There is more to being in
the insurance business than making a buck.

We think students pay too much
for their auto insurance.

SOC. 196 PROPOSALS
DUE
The deadline for
for
the Sociology
196
(Soc-S)
program has been moved from

tomorrow to ‘W

1 to allow

more students
to enroll in the
program.

Vickers insurence

463.1648

2361

Myrtle

Ave.

@tureke, Celif. 93901

|
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Says discrimination

‘subtle in West’

White Southerner relates to Black movement
by Sue Ann Tanzer
To Black students at HSU the
National Association for the
Advancement of Colored People
(NAACP) may be nothing in

particular.
Asst. Prof. Herschel M. ‘‘Pete”’
Wilson, newly appointed member-at-large of the executive
board of the Eureka NAACP,
said, ‘‘They do not see it as a
strong organization.

“I think they relate to more

active,

more

aggressive

organizations. I think they feel
that the NAACP in this area is not
aggressive enough,” he added.
Aggressive ive South
But the chapters in the South
are

strong

on

aggression,

recalled Wilson, who was born

“Though
ghetto

I don’t

exists

believe

in

Eureka

a
for

Blacks, I still think more work
could
done in the area of
housing.
There
are
still
discrimination barriers.”

Wilson
student

said
who

he

knows

called

the

one
HSU

housing office regarding a place
to live and when he got there, the
house wasn’t available.

The next

day it was, he said.
The

Too late
NAACP could have done

something about if it had been
contacted

earlier,

Wilson

said.

eel ¢

E

:

E

a

Wilson said he has been well

“I’ve

seen

the _

silent

discrimination in restaurants and
bars, not out in the open, but
hidden, subtle discrimination,”
he said.
“Racism is extremely open in

the South, for the most part. I
think the discrimination tends to
be more subtle in the West,” he

added. “But it still hurts as
much. It’s just as damaging, and
it's just as wrong.”
aware
of Blacks
Wilson said he is interested in
helping Whites become more
aware of Black people as well as
helping
Blacks
who
have
problems in court or with the
police.
When Wilson left the South at
age 18, he was not aware of racial
discrimination. ‘‘I looked at
somethings and I think I realized
they were wrong in a sense, but
I'd been raised as a Southerner
and really didn’t understand how
wrong they were,”’ he said.
wre iehty dome unfair’
He became aware of racial
discrimination in the service
when he saw it first hand. “It was
a
damn unfair,” he said.
“Probably one of the things I

cant to become aware of when I
left the South,”’ he said, ‘was that
I believed, discrimination ended
at the Mason-Dixon Line. And I
think that it was sort of a rude
yo
to find out that it
7%

James R. Barnes 0.D.

Pete Wilson, assistant professor of
journalism,

lecturers

to

his

ridge State
half ago.

editing

There

have

however,

when

been

down stereotypes
is a
difficult task, but not an impossible one, Wilson said.

a year

and

a

One-to-one best
“You can break down many of

the stereotypes that exist by just
talking about them. I don’t think
there’s anything like a one-to-one
association,” he said.
“T think
the best way is to have
a person be a part of a group and
associate
with
Blacks
in
meetings or parties or whatever

Highlights of the local NAACP

it is,” he added.
The day of the demonstration is

over in Wilson's
“I

think

the

;

demonstrations

served a great
and a
great need,”’ he said. “And I’m
not sure they are as effective

program
have
included
a
presentation by the HSU Black
Student Union anda meeting with
a laboratory technician from the
county

medical

center,

who

spoke on sickle-cell anemia — a

today as they once were. I think

disease occurring largely in the

perhaps the boycott can still be

Black population
blood samples.

effective.”

—

and

took

Cleaning and Restoration of Oil Paintings
Established in 1893:

G. Bradiey Barnes O.D.

Gptome trists
912 Tenth St,

Complete

ARTISTS’
SUPPLIES

in Arcata

&
FRAMING

times,

Wilson

University

class. Wilson came to HSU from North-

x

ae

person.
“Here I don’t think anyone’s
thought a second time about it.
they have, I wasn’t aware of it."
Back off sometimes

derstanding that most Blacks do
of the South, I think you’d step
back for a moment,” he added.
Further brotherhood
Wilson said his purpose for
joining the NAACP a year ago
was “to further brotherhood”
That is, to further
the idea of all
peoples living and working
together.

has

Free Parking in

MATTHEWS ART S
Rear
530 “F"’ Street Eureka

S$ & H Green Stamps

Hutchins

Phone 442-3753
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St.
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cold
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Student withdrawals up
6 per cent from fall 1967
Withdrawal rates have increased from 2.1 per cent in fall

quarter 1967 to 8 per cent last fall,
Dr. RobertA. Anderson, dean of

A withdrawal increase of about
6 per cent over a five-year
span is
due to a change in student attitudes, Anderson said.
He said the fear of being
drafted kept students from
dropping out during the late
1960s. It was during this period
that college graduates were
being snatched up by employers
for jobs right after graduation.
The entrance of the 1970's
brought a slight reduction in the
military draft call, a job market
surplus

and

change

in

values,

accorcing to Anderson. Male
students were finding that they
no longer needed to stay in school
in order to avoid Vietnam.
More unemployed grads
Anderson said more and more
college graduates are turning up
in unemployment line instead of

earning money in a job
studied for in college.
are now questioning
styles of middle-class

that they
Students
the life
America

and are opting for a lufe-back-tonature which dosen't require a
degree.
“The dropout rate is greater
because
students
aren't
satisfied with
are! Dr. Larry G.
Buffington, assistant professorof
sociology, said. ‘“‘They know that
their grades will have a direct
effect on future jobs.”
“‘Competition in college is
keener and clearly reflects the
~ * createed Buffington
Due to late withdrawals, the
number of withdrawals has not
been determined
for this quarter.
So far 170 students have
out of a student body of 6,871.

Momaday talk
Kiowa Indian and Pulitzer
Prize winner N. Scott Momaday
is to address HSU’s Second
Annual Symposium on ‘The
Indian’s Impact

Upon America -

Past and Potential’ on March 2.
The

address

is to

multipurpose

room

be

in the

of

the

University Center, with the time

to be announced.

On
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Humboldt State University
Multi-Purpose Room
University Center
Friday March 2

10 4a.m.-5 p.m
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Computer art may help teach
Computer =
a new
field opening up
cult be 0 teelies aid fe oe
subjects such as mathmatics.
Dr.
Howard
R.
Kelly,
Engineering Department lecturer, at HSU recently particiapted in a seminar invol
Computer Graphics at Chico
mice
State University.

Dr. Kell
elly said, “Even thoug’ h
this type of computer art is expensive, many schools are
teaching classes on the subject.”
“However it would not be
practical
at this time for HSU,
due to extreme
expense of the
computer
equipment,”
he added.
Computer Ceaghies ould 60

&

A

an

jects. »
Dr. Kelly said, ,““You could use it
in teaching mathmatics by taking

students

ae

2

OPEN EVERYDAY
Lowest Prices In Town

Quality Products

By setting certain angles and
points the computer can draw
curbed lines, and by turning
over
can make mirrored images.

Northtown on G Street

Phone In - Drive Thru - Walk Up
ASTRINSK

Y°S

TAVERN

enemas Nel

ee
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822-4056
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place
in town, _,

FAST
— RELIABLE PRESCRIPTION SERVICE
COURTESY
FREE DELIVERY SERVICE

— SUNORIES
— FILMS - COSMETICS
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FOR MEN AND WOMEN
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protect redwood grove
A 100-acre
grove of redwoods
donated by Georgia Pacific to a
conservation group is to be

in as natural a state as
They are not in
maintanance and are

e.
in the
just a

in

contact

“They

were

tyia
of Californ
with the Unifersi
Natural

Land and Water Reserve

which was created by
ts,””

Donald

that the grove was so near to us
and because there is a major
interest in natural resources

here, that we ought to join in,”

Strahan explained.
a give
ent
is for
The agreem

twuse
“We are required to restrict
use as far as recreational
uses,’’

Jager explained.

The management team —
which includes Becking and
Jager — also has two members
from the Berekely campus.
Costs for surveillance and
maintenance will be apid by the
Natural
Land
and
Water
system, according to
Strahan.

Women discuss future, background
Women gathered Saturday in
the University Center to discuss
their future under the Equal
Rights Amendment at the 6th Annual Status of Women Conference.
Guest

speaker

Jettie

Pierce

Selvig, the California division
president of the Women’s Equity
Action League, told the mostly
female audience that chances for
ratification
of the proposed Equal
Rights Amendment were slim.

Selvig,
a San Francisco lawyer,
said, “I am programmed to

discuss with you our future under
the Equal Right: Amendment.
We may not have « future under
the Equal Rights Amendment.”
She said 28 states had ratified
the amendment, leaving 10 state
ratifications to obtain. (A constitutional Amendment has to be
approved by two-thirds of the
states).

Several

states are

trying

to

rescind their ratification. ‘I’ve
even heard a rumor that Cali-

fornia is looking into it,’’ she said.
Selvig said it is illegal for the
states

to

rescind

their

ratification.
However,
she
seemed
doubtful
that
the
amendment would be ratified.
She said she didn’t think the more
conservative states would pass it.
She said, ‘‘We cannot trust our
future to the possibility of an
Equal Rights Amendment only,
but should sponsor and support
legislation both federal and state
to equalize the treatment of all

child support laws
security payments.

Selvig said State Assemblyman
Bob Moretti, D-42nd District had
introduced a resolution into the
California Legislature ‘‘calling
for all of the state laws to be
—

their future but were told of their
past.

0

us.”’

If this resolution is con.
Selvig said, ‘‘We in
ifornia
will enjoy the equal protection of
the laws, even without the Equal
Rights Amendment, as long as
we remain residents of California.”
During the discussion she
spoke about many inequalities
which she said exist in the California civil codes concerning
communal property, pensions,

and

social

equality, but violations occur.
Unequal pay for equal work was
mentioned
as one violation.
The theme of the conference

Maureen Murphy,
professor of history,
audience a brief
background of the role
in the United States.
She said in

assistant
gave the
historical
of women

3

Two profs help manage,

5
3
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a prone position certainly
good one for getting alot of work
done,” Murphy said.

(Continued
on back page)

“Any
use has to be lookedat

have on the grove.”
“It’s a little far for three-hour
will be using it,” Jager said.
Friday

— marked the

—

when

the

e took place
agreement

between HSU, the University of
Calfornia at Berkeley (UCB),
and The Nature Conservancy.
In 1969 the grove was donated
to the latter which attemptsto
acquire property
and maintain it

RARE BIRD HANDLERS WANTED
You need a certain touch. A special drive. Whatever

See the Navy information Team
Today Through Friday
in The Placement

Center
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Females follow
former fencer
by Steve Smith
Can a woman find happiness
and success with a foil on the

major, spent her junior year of
school
exchange

HSU fencing team?
For the three members of the
Lumberjack women’s squad—
Joy Currier, Chris Dorn and Bonnie Bass—the
answer
is an
ic

“yes.”

In fact, they’re following
in the
footsteps of former HSU fencer
Cindy Varner, who last year
became the first woman to be
awarded a letter here.

The three members of this
year’s women’s team got into
fencing under widely differing

Joy

Currier

practice

for

(left)

and

their

next

Chris

Dorn

while

Bonnie

Bass waits her turn.

circumstances.

tournament,

Th

became
one of the first American
girls to earn a Shodan (black
belt.)
From there, fencing was a
natural follow-p. She took up the
sport during spring quarter last
here
year, after transf
from the University of
at Riverside.

California

Commenting, ‘‘Well, I just like
individual sports,” Bonnie Bass
said she began fencing last
quarter in the beginning class.
A
junior
transfer
from
Palomar College in northern San
Diego County, Bonnie said one
day the women’s team needed a
substitute, and coach
Mike
Szarek asked her if she could fill

Lumbermill

in. She did, and has been competing since then.

“0"0"9"0"0"0"0"0"0_
ats as Z
ere tore re. sha 6-0-0-0
weer

Teachers didn’t know
Joy Currier, a freshman Span-

Wrestling

The Lumberjack wrestlers concluded Far Western Conference
action Saturday in Sacramento taking second at the FWC Tournament. San Francisco State won the tourney.
HSU’s All-American performer Doug Stone won the 158-pound
division championship. In addition, John Zehnder (126) and Mickey
Ferrick (142) took second, and Steve Tirapelle (150), Ron Taylor
(177), and Hal Morris (190) placed third in their divisions.
Next stop for Stone, Tirapelle, and 118-pounder Steve Ray will be
the National Collegiate Athletic Association (NCAA) College Division meet, to be held Friday and Saturday in Brookings, S.D.
Stone, who compiled an 18-0 record this season, will move from
his present 158-pound division to the 167-pound class, where he won
All-American honors last year. Coach Frank Cheek explained that
Stone would be seeded higher in the latter division.
Ray will also move up a notch, jumping from the 118-pound class
to the 126-pound division. His season record was 23-9-1. Tirapelle,
who will remain at the 150-pound level, compiled a 24-5 mark this
season.
Swimming

The Lumberjack swimmers took fifth over the weekend at the
Far Western Conference (FWC) Championships, held in Sacramento.
Two ‘Jack swimmers—Tom McLain and Mike Parsons—
to be held
qualified for the NCAA College Division
March 15-17 in Detroit. McLain earned a spot with his 200-and 500yard freestyle times, while Parsons qualified in the one-meter
diving.
Basketball
The ‘Jack cagers’ league mark dropped to 1-10 Saturday night,as
they dropped a 88-67 decision to Hayward State.
by Don Smith
Bill Welsh led HSU scorers, with 15 points, followed
and Carl Massey, with 10 each.
Volleyball
HSU’s volleyball team made it all the way to the finals of the
Northern California Collegiate Tournament held over the weekend
at Davis. The HSU squad took second in the tourney, after dropping
its final ‘best two out of three’ match to Hayward, 15-12 and 15-8.
It made it to the finals with eight wins in 10 matches, including
three shutouts.

Next time you click on the
monster to watch baseball,
football, golf, tennis or ABC’s Wild World of anything that might
conceivably be called a sport, take a close look at the combatants.
Be they men or women, try to imagine them dressed in street
attire. Watch especially for those closeup shots that zero in on the
bench and sometimes
in an earlobe or a nostril.
How many of those folks really look like athletes? How many are
tall, muscular, ruggedly handsome, stunningly beautiful or excessively hairy?
If we're all getting the same picture, we'll see mostly ordinary-

ish major, said she began fencing
at Terra Linda High School in San

Rafael.
“The teachers there didn’t
know what they were doing,” she

said. ‘“‘They taught

me

wrong,

and when I came up here, I had to
re-learn everything.”
The three women had differing

opinions about the most difficult

wees folk. Many are plain and average. Some are downright
uglies.
All of them are different. Athletes ( jocks if you will) come in all
sizes, shapes and colors. They don’t come out of a mold.

Looking like Mark Spitz or Chris Evert is not a prerequ'site to
sports greatness. Neither is playing according to the book.
John Hadl is a balding roundo but the Rams traded half the
franchise for him because he's one of the best.
Billie Jean King is not exactly playmate of the month but she
plays tennis like she invented it.
Mickey Lolich looks like an egg with legs. He also makes a
hundred grand throwing a baseball past people.
Nate Archiblad leads the NBA in scoring though he ‘ooks like he’s
playing hooky from junior high.
And the beat goes on.

These people are where they are for one reason. Somebody saw
past the appearance and saw an athlete. A coach, a scout or a
teacher saw an athlete in a package that didn’t look like it contained one.
To the coaches making the big money in the big time, the only
thing that matters is getting the job done. Just like at Phillips,
‘‘it’s
performance
that counts."
Maybe that is why many high school and college coaches remain
high and college coaches. They are hung up on images.
Images don’t win ball games. Athletes do.
Why right here in River City we have some folks who don’t fit in
the jock handbook. Mike Waterman has a long
blond
ponytail. It may draw a few raspberries but it sure doesn’t stop him
from shooting your eyes out on the basketball court.
Ron Woychak is about as big as a parking meter but there wasn't
a better pitcher in the Far Western Conference last year.
There are more but they have to be given a chance. Somewhere
along the line, somebody has to take a chance. All the talent in the
world isn't worth a rat's nose if it doesn’t get off the bench.
The rule applies everywhere. Locker rooms are full of potential.
Allit takes is a little detective work and an open mind. Appearance
is fine but results keep the customers coming back. They also keep
coaches employed.
Don’t take our word for it. Ask the biggies. Better yet, ask Charlie
Finley.
We con tune it, adjust i!
te-rubber or dust it

part of fencing.

“The hardest part of fencing is
coming

to practice,’’

said

Joy

Currier, adding that the sport
‘takes a lot more work than
people think.”
She also said the most difficult
adjustment women have to make

in learning the sport is ‘‘getting
used to being poked at.”
Footwork takes time

For men, she said, learning
footwork seems to take the most
time. For both men and women,
she said, it takes a ‘long time to
learn to apply the different

tricks,”

such

patterns,
Bonnie
perience
now.
“It’s a

advances and retreats.
Bass finds lack of exher main problem right

as

the

lunging

new sport for me,”’ she

said, ‘“‘and naturally,

I have

to

learn a lot.” It’s a matter of
_
more skilled,” she
said, adding that she finds fencing ‘‘a very mental game.”
“The mental facet is the most
challenging to me,” she commented.
Chris Dorn’s main problem
with fencing involves her heavy
academic load. With her double
major, she said, she doesn’t have
the time to travel to many of the
tournaments, and she wishes
more meets could be held locally.
Women hold own
One subject on all three women
were in agreement—women

can

hold their own in competition
just
as well as men.
Responding to the query as to
whether women might not be able
to compete
as well as men, Chris
Dorn responded, ‘‘No, of course

—-_

not.”’

UNIQUE HANDMADE ITEMS
AMERICAN INDIAN JEWELRY AND ARTIFACTS
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“We're just as good as them,”
she said. “I hate it when people
say, ‘You can’t do that’.”
Chris is an accomplished diver,
an activity grew
out of an interest
in marine algae, she said that a
lotof people didn’t think she'd be
oe pack all the gear around.
gy

Campus calendar
Wednesday

noonand
7:30 p.m.

will be to approach professors
The next
for help in getting the plan
and private
started.
“This will be a total community involvement
*’ Steinman said. “I think after the freeway
, more people will be interested in par-

Auditorium, second showing multipurpose room,
University Center, 50c.
7:30 p.m. Lecture-Discussion—Robert Irwin, internationally
exhibited artist, will discuss his work, Founders
Hall Auditorium.
Sinsheimer:
Seminar—Barry
7:30 p.m. Chemistry
“Properties and Detection of Mercury and its
Compounds or Why the Winged Messenger is So
Slippery,” Science 135.
Thursday
Films—‘‘Blood of the Condor” and ‘‘Mexico: The
Frozen Revolution,” first showing Gist Hall
Auditorium, second showing multipurpose room,
University Center, 50c.
Saturday
Chamber Music—recital hall, Music Building, free,
but tickets required: 826-3559.
y
Panel—“‘Utilization of Resources by the Pulp
Mills,” Science 135.
Student Recital—recital hall, Music Building, free,

ticipating.””

Has planning experience
Steinman is working for the Regional Transit
Planning Company, which has been involved in
settingup systems in Irvine, Calif., and a part of
the Bay Area Rapid Transit system.
Steinman expressed a desire to have the bus

easier,””’ Steinman said.

project succeed now, instead of letting the Division of Highways plan such a system.
“It would take at least three more years for
their study,’ Steinman said. ‘‘Plus the fact that
traffic people, not varied
people areon
the divisi
as we have here. We have the
s
of people,
type
perfect environment for doing this study.”

Seminar

red
Mai Kai offices scatte
ts lease,

(Continued
from page 10)
She said American women
were aroused
to action during the
1960’s via other reforms.
“And when she started seeing
the oppressed, the Blacks, the
Spanish speaking minority and
the youth minority standing up
and identifying themselves and
uniting for a particular
cause, the
American woman at this point

acHSU has officially broken its Mai Kai Apartmen
to Oden Hansen, dean of campus development and
utilization. and faculty and staff members, along with many
pounds of office equipment, are being scattered all over the campus.

House at 14th
Some are moving to the new Business Management

and C Streets, which is otherwise known as the old Trinity Hospital

building.

According to Hansen, “HSU offices must be out of the Mai Kai
building bv the 28th’”’ (today). Because of this early deadline, some
people will be temporarily displaced.’’ Most permanent moves will
be completed by today, Hansen said.
The following offices will be located in the old Trinity Hospital
ccounting, Financial clerks, Personnel,
:
MainIndian
Development,
Community
chasing, Support Services,
stream Program, HSU Foundation and the Duplicating Center.
Other moves include the following:
New Location
House 52 (old TKE House)

to

examine

her

no tickets.

Tuesday
Choral Groups-Wind Symphony—recital hall, Music
Building, free, but tickets required: 826-3559.

one declan b)

own

condition,"’ Murphy said.
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Home Management
House

g'H' & 10th
ARCATA
822.6251

Nelson Hall West Wing
Nelson Hall, East Wing
old Personnel Office
Hadley House
Nelson Hall West
Goodrich House
Warren House
Goodrich House

WED. & THUR.
Feb. 26 & Mer. 1

The

Great

White

old business office

Hope

149° sat. a sun.
49°

Students :

KIDDIE MATINEE
a

Every

Sat.

Vote For

Sot

Art Robinson

Myron T. Abrahamsen
Old Line

General Insurance

Compants

940 Sth St., Arcata
822-0396

a
a
§
g

lpr

Suns

lo

.

“KING KONG
ESCAPES"

James Gast

Agency

Axel Anderson Insurance

'

old graduate studies office
Trinity Hospital basement

provenance

money
forth coming.
I have student backing,
“Now that I know
through this decision by SLC, it will be a lot

Films—‘Blood of the Condor” and ‘‘Mexico: The
Frozen Revolution’, first showing Gist Hall

NOW

IN STOCK

LETTER TO A TEACHER
School Boys of Barbiana

Mer. 2 & 3 Fri. & Set.

MEMORIES, DREAMS, REFLECTIONS
Jung 2.95

on April 17

INTERACTION OF COLOR
Albers 4.95

METAPHYSICAL
Yogananda 7

for 3rd District Humboldt Bay

MEDITATIONS

BODY COUNT
Schwartz

3.00

THE DEAD BOOK
Harrison 3.95

Harbor, Recreation and Conservation

YOUR INCOME TAX
Lasker

HARBOR

DISTRICT

is supported by

Vo ter

|

)

The Sierra Club and the
North Coast Environmental
Center
Check your

1.95

ART OF LOVING
Fromm

registration

LEN

Radio Newscast
“a

on

Times:
//

Listen to KHSU

{Y/Y

whdays. 5:30 - 9 p.m.
Set. 10 a.m. - 5:45 p.m.

Sun. 3:45 p.m.
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